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The Perilous Position of the Rule of Law and the Administrative State

by
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The Rule of Law in Distress

Recent scholarship in the academy has turned again to an intensive study of the rule of law in the modern administrative state, a topic which I have addressed in detail in my book Design for Liberty: Private Property, Public Administration, and the Rule of Law.¹
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One way to view this question is to treat it as a definitional matter. That approach, however, is not a fruitful one, for the concept of a rule of law is today not essentially contested today. Professor Shane gave a perfectly accurate definition, one to which I subscribe but for which I claim no originality. Many of the essential elements of the modern account are found in the Second Treatise of Government by John Locke. That vision is then further elaborated in the same form, more or less, by Lon Fuller in his book The Morality of Law. The elements of this definition of the rule of law speak of known, consistent, and certain rules that are applied prospectively by neutral judges to the cases before them. The key virtue of this definition is its generality; its application does not commit any defender of the rule of law to any particular substantive view of which laws are desirable, nor does it presuppose some distinctive relationship of individuals to the state or of individuals to one another. It therefore offers a minimum condition that is consistent with, and constituent of, any just and efficient legal regime.

When the discussion turns to the modern social democratic state, however, there are deep tensions between the rule of law and the rise of the modern administrative state. In making this claim, I stress the term “modern” to direct attention to the new generation of administrative agencies that began in the United States with the adoption of the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887, which was the major legislative achievement of its time. Woodrow Wilson’s progressive administration continued the proliferation of administrative agencies, including the creation of the Federal Trade Commission in 1914. Over the next twenty-five years, the establishment of such agencies as the Federal Radio Commission of 1926 (which morphed into the Federal Communications Commission in 1934), the Securities and Exchange Commission in 1934, the National Labor Relations Board in 1935, and Acts such as the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 continued the modern trend.

These modern agencies must be contrasted with the types of administrative agencies in England and in the early United States that were responsible for administering
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prisons, schools, voting and tax rolls, motor vehicle licenses, and the large set of other ministerial duties that government agencies must discharge in any developed society. Against this backdrop, it is an imprudent exaggeration to say that all public administration must necessarily conflict with the rule of law. There has been in recent years much corruption in the distribution of vehicle licenses in Illinois; however, it is not just conceivable, but also eminently possible, for that state to run an efficient vehicle licensing system. The same is true of the first aggressive application of the modern administrative state, which involved the evolution and maturation of the system of ratemaking in the period from around 1887 through the end of the Second World War.

Most forms of rate regulation did not generate any significant tension with the rule of law because the defined purpose of the system gave tolerably clear direction to its operation. To put the point in its simplest version, if a competitive market exists, regulators need not intervene to ensure its sound operation. In contrast, if a monopoly existed, as was common with such industries as telecommunications, electric power, and railroads, regulators were forced to determine which techniques would best be able to limit the firm to a reasonable risk-adjusted rate of return without wrecking the industry in question. Accordingly, regulators struggled to avoid two perils at once: They could not confiscate the invested capital in the industry by cutting rates too severely and they could not sanction the collection of monopoly profits by cutting rates too little. In practice, it turns out, that standard is relatively operational. What was and still is striking about this endeavor is that judges in the 1910s and 1920s by and large made accurate decisions of fair rates of return, even though their grasp of modern economic theory was not as solid as that of today’s judges.

At the other extreme lie cases in which the necessary operation of executive power precludes any major role for the rule of law. Nobody thinks that application of the rule of law allows Congress and the President to decide when to declare war on a foreign nation. Even the more humdrum problem of prosecutorial discretion, in which decisions on what charge to bring depends on the facts of a particular case, is very difficult to constrain through external sanctions. In addition, it is commonly understood that there is an important class of decisions that necessarily become deeply political, at which point consultation and similar virtues—all of which Professor Shane is correct to stress—play an irreducible role. Between these poles, though, lies a key middle class of situations involving the large administrative agencies of the Progressive Era that gave rise to the modern arena of administrative law. It is in this middle class of large administrative
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agencies where the level of discretion, while not that of an executive officer or a prosecutor, is great enough to generate some real uneasiness about compliance with the rule of law.

The Growth of the Federal Government

Professor Shane is right when he says that Congress is every bit as prone to rent-seeking political corruption as any administrative agency, which is to some degree insulated from political pressures. All sides of the political spectrum understand that taming Congress is an ongoing endemic problem that resists easy solution. A large portion of the problem, however, stems from constitutional choices made regarding the scope of Congress’s power in the first place. Once the scope of Congressional power was expanded by the Supreme Court’s broad readings of the Commerce Clause, few, if any, constraints remained on the issues that Congress could confront. Congress is no longer confined to worrying about such distinct problems as regulating interstate commerce; it now has a blanket license to do almost anything it wants by way of regulation. As the power of Congress continued to grow, most discernible protections of private property and economic liberty found in the Constitution were also overrun by the same progressive impulse. It is important to understand how this change came about. One explanation of this phenomenon, to which Professor Barron referred, is contained in Professor Richard Stewart’s important paper about the reformation of administrative law. Professor Stewart pointed out correctly that the older system of administrative law worked against a regime of strong property rights, where discretion was relatively limited. In contrast, as he added in a later paper, the great New Deal compromise or settlement was: property rights are out and participation rights are in. The role of the administrative state now is to determine exactly how those participation rights can be used and effectuated through deliberation. Unfortunately, once property rights are
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removed, or even diluted, the rights and duties of the government and private parties become an open question.

Start with local governments. Suppose that a small group of nine people arrayed like a tic-tac-toe board will deliberate about whether the plot of land located in the center should be kept open so that the others can have better scenic views from their own plots. The vote could easily be eight to one against preserving the party’s right to develop the plot in the same fashion as his eight neighbors. They would never reach that result if the regulation required them to compensate that party for his losses, but if the new restriction is treated as a “mere regulation” of property, compensation is not required. More deliberation thus leads to the successful formation of coalitions that will strip the owner of that central plot of land of his development rights, even if the gains to the other eight are less than his losses. Deliberation only exacerbates the dangers of the weak rights structure of the administrative state; deliberation cannot cure any fundamental mistakes in the articulation and the speculation of rights.

Moreover, allowing administrative agencies to defer enforcement when its rules pinch too much will not cure the erosion of private property and economic liberty. In this regard, Professor Barron shows too much optimism about government by waiver. Waiver introduces yet another component of discretion that poses difficulty for the rule of law. To give one example, consider the “mini-med” plans that McDonald’s and other companies have put in place for workers, but which cannot meet various rules concerning their permissible level of administrative costs. The government, fearing that the system will implode, grants waivers of these regulations. These waivers go to some companies, but not to others. Furthermore, the waivers are of uncertain duration, and they are given without any statement of reasons. There is every reason to believe that these waivers will be doled out in ways that advance the political position of those in a position to grant them, with a Democratic administration favoring union plans over employer plans and “blue” states over “red” states—and a Republican administration the reverse. The waiver is not created by what Professor Barron refers to as some complex path-dependent explanation. It is created when public legislation endows individuals with a set of positive rights that are financially unsupportable. The government must then waive onerous conditions to keep the legislation alive. What government officials do not want to do is to get out of the rights business altogether.

It should be clear, therefore, that the major constitutional transformations of federalism and property rights necessarily cede to Congress a larger realm of government that is subject to few legal constraints. One early sign of this shift in judicial attitudes was the pivotal case of Nebbia v. New York, which sustained the actions of New York’s Milk Control Board in using the criminal law to enforce a system of minimum prices for the
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dairy industry. Nebbia meant that the Supreme Court was quite happy to allow Congress and the States to become cartel factories, effectively allowing interest groups to use political influence to secure gains which, in a saner world, would be perse violations of the antitrust laws. The earlier synthesis started to unravel. This paradox becomes perfectly evident in the operation of the agricultural agencies and their allocations, and with the National Labor Relations Board and mandatory collective bargaining, which make the perpetuation of monopoly profits their end.

Discretion in the Federal Communications Commission

The operation of government with enhanced powers invites the use of government discretion. A well-known Supreme Court decision about the delegated authority of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Professor Shane’s chosen agency, illustrates this principle. National Broadcasting Co. v. United States was a case which technically involved the breakup of the National Broadcasting Corporation (NBC) and its blue and red network into two networks, one of which became the American Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) and the other of which remained NBC. The statutory question before the Supreme Court in National Broadcasting Co. involved the definition of the phrase “public interest, convenience, or necessity”—the standard that Congress gave to the FCC for determining how to allocate frequencies.

Justice Frankfurter, the author of the majority opinion in National Broadcasting Co., was not inclined to limit the FCC to the modest task of defining frequencies that private parties could utilize without interference from each other. He, like James Landis, another famous Harvard figure, extolled the expertise and impartiality of administrative agencies. The central issue in National Broadcasting Co. was as follows: Is the job of the FCC to make sure that property rights are consistent so that there is no interference between one station and another? Justice Frankfurter, in the most confident terms, stated that it was quite clear that in regard to this particular statute, the Court was obligated not only to let the FCC set the rules of the road, but also to determine the composition of the traffic:
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Yet we are asked to regard the Commission as a kind of traffic officer, policing the wave lengths to prevent stations from interfering with each other. But the Act does not restrict the Commission merely to supervision of the traffic. It puts upon the Commission the burden of determining the composition of that traffic. The facilities of radio are not large enough to accommodate all who wish to use them.

But how does anyone in government decide to set the composition of the traffic? To Justice Frankfurter, it was not possible to create a series of frequencies and then to sell them to the highest bidder, be it a private citizen or firm. Creating these frequencies and policing the interferences would require some modest administrative system, but the overall cost of its operation, both public and private, would likely not reach one percent of the complex system now in place with his blessing.

As is often the case in administrative proceedings, Justice Frankfurter decided that it was impossible for the Court to determine the appropriate standards, so he remanded the case back to the FCC to determine the assignment of these frequencies. Unfortunately, during the sixty-nine years between 1943 and 2012, none of the countless efforts to figure out the appropriate system of allocation has succeeded. The various approaches that have been adopted have thus introduced into the system a level of discretion that places real pressure on rule of law values. For example, would local broadcasting be more important than diverse forecasting, broadcasting, and everything else? This uncertainty resulted in comparative hearings that allowed multiple supplicants to plead their respective cases. The final decisions were largely non-reviewable except on technical procedural grounds, as establishing a normative framework to solve the problem that Justice Frankfurter delegated to the FCC—but could never accomplish himself—proved to be impossible.

What should have happened? The moment the frequency is allocated to a party, the question becomes whether it is assignable. The answer is, of course it is freely assignable once it has been given to an individual institution. As a result, all the rents from the bidding would go to the person who won the lottery the first time around and who sold the frequency to somebody else. But the second assignee does not get a permanent interest in the frequency because the process requires the party who received the initial assignment to go through a license renewal on a periodic basis, which only injects more cost and some long-term uncertainty into the system. To be sure, one risk of the property-rights solution to frequency allocation is that it could result in oligopoly ownership by a few major companies who broadcast to mainstream
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audiences, eliminating some fringe groups. Instead of creating a sensible system of antitrust regulation for frequencies, though, Justice Frankfurter conferred huge amounts of discretion on an administrative agency whose raison d'être is the disregard of stable systems of property rights.

Left to their own devices, private broadcasters could have solved the concerns about minority voices being denied access to the frequency spectrum. An interesting example is that of Cosmopolitan Broadcasting Corporation v. FCC, in which Cosmopolitan found its own way to let minority voices onto the spectrum, within the FCC licensing system; it turned itself into a leasing agency for timeslots on its station. What that innovation meant, in effect, was that anybody could buy the frequency between one and two o’clock in the afternoon on a Tuesday. We now can have a Greek show, after which we can have a Turkish show, and then we can have any other show, in any other time slot, by someone willing to lease the appropriate time slot. Subleasing solved the problem of enabling minority voices to be heard. But despite this seemingly desirable result, the FCC lifted Cosmopolitan’s license. Why? Because when the station adopted the subleasing strategy, the Court found that it did not discharge the specific statutory task that the Federal Communications Act conferred upon it, namely, to make conscientious personal decisions as to how the frequency ought to be used.

Such decisionmaking as to how scarce resources should be used is extremely costly because of the necessary level of discretion it entrusts to agencies, without any clear sense of how such discretion is to be used. The implicit premise of Mr. Landis’s defense of the modern administrative state is that the abundance of agency expertise could meet whatever challenge was put before them. In truth, any experts in this area would abandon the entire licensing venture as unworkable in light of its intrinsic difficulties. Nonetheless, the FCC was forced to lurch forward despite the absence of an orderly body of knowledge or the possibility of acquiring one. Agency expertise instead became a cover for agency delay or agency bias.

**Administrative Agencies: Implementation versus Adjudication**

The issue of agency expertise fares no better with the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). The President appoints the chairman of the NLRB. The four remaining seats are divided by custom between the two major political parties. The NLRB is devoted to “safeguard[ing] employees’ rights to organize” and use unions as bargaining
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representatives. Expertise is hard to come by for a mission that should never be undertaken in the first place—to cartelize labor markets. Once experts with strong views on both sides of the question are chosen, though, it becomes nearly impossible, especially in politically charged times, to have the kind of neutral opinions that Locke’s and Fuller’s conception of justice would otherwise require.

In general, I am not unduly troubled by the creation of independent agencies that do the same kind of implementation work as executive agencies. But the common practice of adjudication within these agencies raises a different problem altogether, for it is very dangerous under rule of law principles to let an agency litigate matters that involve the implementation of its own agenda. On matters of constitutional design, the correct solution is to declare that only independent courts, preferably courts of general jurisdiction, should decide those issues, precisely because these judges will not suffer from powerful pre-commitments on the only set of issues that they are called upon to litigate. Nor do I think that this matter can be effectively controlled by various forms of judicial oversight. Professor Barron takes some hope from the use of citizen suits to control administrative action. But all too often this approach makes things worse, not better. I am a strong defender of the principle that standing rules ought not to block anybody from challenging a statute that is ultra vires. But the moment we allow parties to resort to litigation to challenge particular administrative outcomes that are clearly lawful, all too often the privilege is used by outliers who seek to upset what might well be a consensus opinion. So, instead of moving back toward the median voter on key issues dealing with the management of public resources, decisionmaking becomes—through citizen suits—all too polarized.

In a similar vein, I am uneasy with Judge Kavanaugh’s suggestion that better action by administrative law judges can control the problem of administrative discretion. Although the work of the District of Columbia Court of Appeals has advanced mightily from the freewheeling days of the 1970s, when administrative law became an art form unto itself, there is only so much that sensible judges can do to control the problem of excessive administrative discretion.

Here are some examples. First, it is doubtful that judicial oversight of administrative action can do much in dealing with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for slowing
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down new drug applications. Further, that action would be futile, for it would only slow matters down further, and force the parties to engage in indirect maneuvers in an effort to speed the process along. Second, the prospect of judicial review is of little comfort to companies like Boeing, who settled its dispute with its unions before the matter reached the NLRB. Third, in similar fashion, universities turn somersaults to avoid censure from the Office of Civil Rights in the Department of Education, which can be enforced by administrative action for which there is no effective judicial review. The agency’s power is expanded first by a modest statute which is relatively innocuous, then by an administrative rule, and lastly by an “Intercollegiate Athletic Policy Interpretation.” These major transformative actions take place “under the radar,” where the fear of sanctions effectively keeps challenges from reaching the appellate courts, lest the sanctions be all the heavier.

Going Forward – or Backward

It is perhaps only wishful thinking to believe that we can return to a pristine era in which these basic principles—known, consistent, and certain rules applied prospectively by neutral judges—apply. But at least we should be conscious and aware of the odd anomalies that arise when administrative remedies undermine the very objectives that they are supposed to achieve. A recent case, charmingly called Association of Irritated Residents v. EPA illustrates how an unthinking administrative state poses unnecessary risk to common-law rights. Why are these citizens irritated? In fact, located near their residences are a group of animal farms which emit healthy doses of stench into the air, all of which were tortious at common law going back to the thirteenth century with remedies of both damages and injunctions. Now the rise of the administrative state reduces that level of protection in the area where it is needed most by prohibiting citizen suits. Why are such suits prohibited? Because we have administrative expertise in this area. That administrative expert is the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); it knows exactly how to handle these cases, or so we are told, so it can determine whether the various emitters engaged in wrongs that violated the statutory minimums. The EPA
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admitted that it was not sure how to measure the actual amount of pollution, so instead it entered into a deal with the farmers: If the farmers paid a small fine to the EPA, it would in turn suspend immediate actions against and block common-law suits until the EPA finally determined whether the farmers were liable and the amount of damages, if any, to be paid. 77 That arrangement gives the farmers every incentive to draw out the EPA’s investigation as long as they possibly can so that they do not have to internalize the costs borne by other people choking while they raise their animals. 78 Preemption by the administrative state thus destroys common-law rights.

Even this brief sketch illustrates this uneasy proposition about administrative agencies. In all too many settings they intervene when they should stay their hand, which is true about much of what transpires in the FCC and NLRB. In other cases, the EPA blocks common-law and equitable remedies that should be routinely allowed. These ad hoc motions put ever greater strains on the rule of law, which leads me to this somber assessment—that much of the work of the administrative state is at cross-purposes with both sound public policy and the rule of law.
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